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Improvement of overall productivity on a liquid soup production line
Challenge: a mixture of equipment from different machine makers.

Improvement of overall productivity on a liquid soup production line
By the analysis done on the production line from 5 point of view (Q)

Enabling Technologies
Goal: Increase productivity with data utilization to innovate in manufacturing plants.
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Analyze or Implement automation to keep or raise productivity
Pattern.1 : Continue the improvement in the initial target process.
(Pattern2 : Expand to another process or line.（from Assessment service）

Install the visualization system to check effectiveness continuously
・Monitor the progress and confirm the result of the countermeasure of step.1
・If there is the gap, set the hypothesis of counter measure
>Deliverable: Data collection and visualization system/Report of the installation result

Show the room of improvement and bottleneck quantitively with next proposal
・Verify the hypothesis with additional information (observation and video check at focus points)
・Consider the step of countermeasures from the priority point of view (Possibility and its impact)
>Deliverable: Report of the assessment result （Analysis result and insights with next proposal)

Make hypothesis of Room of improvement and bottleneck
・Confirm the current status and make hypothesis with the existing information
Process (Chart and video), Basic operation (interview and record), idea of Critical points
>Deliverable: Co-creation and Assessment service proposal with the brief analysis report

Today

Enabling Technologies
Industrial IoT devices to analyse and provide feedback without any impact
on production line.

Advantages of IIoT scalable solution.
Each recording system was equipped with 4 photoelectric sensors (8 sensors total).
The two systems were time synchronized using NTP protocol.

Advantages about IIoT cloud solution
Based on 1.38s (50%tile) of average production cycle time

Sustainability of the entire process
After the completion of STEP3 analysis, this setup reduction impact can lead the Customer to:
- Growing in Annual Sales: confidential
- Growing in shifts: + 1,5 shift/month
- Reducing number of setups par days: -0,25 each
- Annual labor savings for/by 2hours day: 20K€/year

Assuming then that ROI labor only: Project Cost / labor saving X 12 we have a ROI of 3 (months to payback).
ROI top line growth (days to payback): Project Cost / potential saving X 365 we have a ROI of 25* (days to
payback).
*37 days, assuming the production line works on 270 days (soup is a seasonal item).

 Above assumptions are made on basic calculation without considering the cost of loan and the depreciation of
the line of liquid soup.

Sustainability of the entire process
Our service fully meets Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) framework policy.
- The entire process is all about innovation in production, increase in competitiveness, eliminate waste
and achieve sustainable manufacturing.
- We act in compliance with SD goals 8, 9 and 12 respectively:
- DECENT WORK (8)
- INDUSTRY, INNOVATON AND INFRASTRUCTURE (9)
- RESPONSIBLE CONSUMPTION (12)
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